A Contribution Margin Approach
The approach I am recommending to implement across all
teams is very, very simple, once it is understood1. It
some data from within QuickBooks, but in general, this
allows managers to ignore virtually all of the complex
accounting methodology that has evolved over time, for
unknown.
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Now, while the implementation of the Contribution Margin
Approach is going to be really easy, the description of how (and
why) it works necessarily must contrast it with the existing
accounting system. Alas, some accounting terminology is required
at the outset.
Let’s start with the quarterly team P&L report, simply as an
example of what doesn’t work for managers who are now going to
be tasked with P&L responsibility.
First, the report is by cumulative sales with no attempt to
break sales down project-by-project. (Yes, I’ve seen the project
reports, too, but the point I’m making also applies to them.) A
project is the only meaningful unit of performance for team
managers to track. It is only within a given project that they
may be able to make improvements to their own gross margins. As
with all measurement and incentive plans, managers should
largely be rewarded or punished for what they directly control.
The quarterly reports also deal with the allocation of overhead.
As I have written elsewhere, these are completely subjective,
and while your current bookkeeper’s approach to allocating
overhead as a percentage of revenue is common, it also commonly
leads to grossly misleading management decisions.
I would prefer to remove all accounting nuances from the P&L
reports that team managers see on a project by project basis.

Direct v. Indirect v. Fixed v. Variable
The whole concept of billing hours “to a job” derives from the
“architectural model” of direct v. indirect costs. More
commonly, direct costs can be associated with a specific job

This is slightly different than I envisioned in Phase II. Then, I was imagining that costs would
still somehow be allocated to individual teams. I no longer think that is feasible (in the short
term) and prefer to begin with a single, company-wide overhead costs to which all teams
contribute margin dollars, as explained herein.
1
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(such as billable hours toward Job A) and indirect costs are the
overhead expenses that cannot be specifically charged to a job
and are therefore often allocated, such as by percent of sales.
What’s important here, is that if “Jane” bills 60% of her time
to a job, then 60% of Jane’s time is considered a direct cost
allocated to that job. The remaining 40% of Jane’s time is
either directly allocated to other jobs, or considered an
indirect cost and lumped in with overhead.
This is common in large firms, not only in accounting, but in
law, advertising, and other areas where time billing is the
entire reason for being, and detail-oriented managers use
“utilization rates” as the carrot and stick for just about
everything.
In my experience, a more useful way to think about things for
the interior design firm, is to not worry about direct and
indirect costs, but rather to focus on fixed v. variable costs.
There is a big difference that almost no design firm bookkeeper
or CPA appreciates.
The simple test for whether an expense is fixed or variable is
to ask yourself whether that expense remains intact, regardless
of the level of sales. (At least in the short term.) Forget that
Jane is 60% billable and ask this more important question: “Is
Jane’s $75,000 a year salary fixed?” That is, will this salary
remain in place regardless of whether Jane is 60% billable, 80%
billable, or 40% billable?
If your answer is, “yes,” (in the short term the salary will
remain in place) then I would argue her time is neither direct
nor indirect, but rather, fixed.
And, more importantly, while it is useful to have Jane track her
time for lots of reasons, it is not important for her to track
her time to determine the margin dollars produced by a given
job.
What is important to track, is the so-called contribution margin
of a given job, and contribution margin is simply defined as:

Price —— Variable Costs
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These dollars are the super fuel that are available to
contribute to overhead and, then, to produce a profit for the
company.

The Team v. The Company
With a contribution margin approach (requiring no changes to
your existing accounting system) you will simply start to view
all overhead, including all salaried employees as a single
corporate overhead expense, that is to say, a single fixed cost.
Designer #1, for example, will be a line item expense for the
company as a whole, not just for Team A. She should track her
hours against jobs for a variety of reasons, but there is no
need for a report to try and assign “direct costs” or allocate a
share of overhead to those jobs, nor add any sort of burden
factor. None of that matters under a contribution margin
approach.
All that matters is that a job generates $X in revenue (price)
and incurrs $Y in variable costs. (Almost all of which will be
merchandise and related costs-of-good sold such as freight) and
that contribution margin, $X - $Y is the “contribution” this
team made to the company’s overhead on this job. (Total margin
dollars available.)
When enough teams, and jobs, contribute enough to equal the
company’s overhead, the company has broken even. Every dollar of
contribution over and above that amount is profit.
Knowing exactly what the company’s overhead number is, and thus
what its breakeven contribution margin needs to be, makes it
extremely easy to “negotiate” with team managers how much
contribution is expected of them.
This is also known as “filling the bucket,” where a company’s
total fixed costs are represented by an empty bucket. As they
are earned, contribution margin dollars (sales less variable
costs) start to fill up the bucket until a breakeven point is
reached at the rim. The first drop of contribution that
overflows, is profit, as are all other drops that follow.
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Negotiations
Again, let me stipulate that we have already determined that to
be accountable for the contribution of their own team, managers
must have control of many decisions and accurate and timely
data. And speaking of decisions, they should have more control
of price as well. This may be a particularly difficult area for
principals to concede control of, and there’s no reason that
they should not remain involved and influential.
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However, in trying to maximize margin dollars, design managers
must have an incentive to see goals in terms of contribution,
and they will have to carefully manage “opportunity costs” such
as choosing one job over another. They will also want to
maximize pricing as this will be an extremely sensitive and
critical variable that is somewhat within their control.
More than in the past, managers will have a direct incentive to
protest the principal’s urge to lower prices (to get the job)
though they will still have the ability to overrule on strategic
grounds. (Such as keeping a good customer. Just make sure the
customer is actually “good” in terms of margin dollars.)
In common case studies in business schools, students are taught
to understand that:
• If an airline has one empty seat left, they should be willing
to sell that seat for $1 over their variable costs. In other
words, once fixed costs (crew, fuel, depreciation) are
covered, then even $1 over variable costs (which may include
only pretzels and a Coke) should be accepted, if that is the
highest fare they can get;
• Likewise, if a printer’s presses are empty, but the staff is
salaried, they should accept a project that is even $1 over
their variable costs (ink and paper) if no higher priced
project is offered.
I’m quite sure that this is what the principal has been doing
subconsciously, and it has been the RIGHT decision! The
principal has intuitively understood the “moving breakeven
point” I have described elsewhere, and has aggressively sought
to cover it with every possible project that would contribute
even “$1” to that overhead. That’s the right thing to do. Of
course it would be better if pricing could be higher and the
contribution also higher, and that I’ll cover in a subsequent
section.

One Project at a Time
Under the contribution margin approach, when a job comes in, the
process to determine pricing will be much the same as it has
been in the past. Whether there are better ways to do this is a
topic for discussion on a team-by-team basis, but for now, let’s
just say we somehow get to a price of $X.
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And let’s say that $X is $85,000 for design fees and $200,000
for merchandise. (I know this varies by team, and will get to
that.)
The “price” (always defined as what the total amount the client
ultimately pays) for this project is $285,000. If the
merchandise is marked up 35%, then the COGS (the variable cost)
is about $150,000. There might be some freight, contract labor
or other variable costs included in, or added on to this. We see
that the “contribution margin” from this job is projected to be:
$285,000 (Price)
— $150,000 (Variable Costs)
$135,000 (Contribution Margin)
This $135,000 is fully attributed to this team, and fully goes
toward the company’s overhead “bucket.”
Very few reports are necessary during the job, except for
monthly status reports that may not be much more than:
• Everything on track? (Change orders? Revised scope?)
• Any increases in price?
• Any increases or decreases in purchases?
• Any changes in timing? (Of billings.)

Profit Planning
I do not want to present a set of tools as a fait accomplis to
your managers, but rather want their involvement once they
understand the concept. They need to buy in. But my expectation
is that by looking at the current level of overhead, and based
on past performance and current projections, you will be able to
“negotiate” with team managers for a certain level of margin
orders over the next 12 months.
For example, if the monthly overhead number for The Company is,
say, $80,000, then that is also the breakeven point. (The rim of
the bucket.) And, teams collectively must contribute a minimum
of $80,000 in contribution margin dollars. Subject to past and
future performance expectations, you might go to the teams and
say:
• How much contribution can you add this quarter?
• I need 50% of our goal from Team A, 30% from Team B, and
20% from Team C.
• That could change next quarter
• The Teams could push back and say, “I can only give you
$X."
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• You could push back and say, “What do you need to give me
$Y?”
You can see how this provides the missing “red meat” that is the
core of what monthly meetings will be about. (Perhaps weekly at
first.) I can envision not only team bonuses, but a “kicker” if
the company as a whole meets its goals, so that Team managers
begin asking each other if they can pick up some slack this
month, or warn each other about impending down months.
I can also see that as they come to understand this method,
every team manager will start looking at company overhead with a
keen eye, and potentially offering ways to reduce it. This will
be especially true when the “kicker” incentive can be devised
for the total company performance. This is an element of “open
book management,” but employees don’t need to see individual
salaries (including yours) nor know what happens to
“profit.” (Whether it is reinvested or the principal takes it
out.) But they will start to be more invested and more creative,
such as:
• Do we really need another intern? It’s possible that one
team manager will even question the decision of another
since all overhead is, in effect shared. Perhaps one will
even offer to “loan” their intern to another team.
• Do we really need a purchasing agent?
• Do we really need a full-time AutoCAD person?
• How can we better utilize (or even sublease) extra space?
• How can we attract more, and more profitable jobs?
• Which team is experiencing slack and which is stressed?
All of these discussions, and more, become possible when you
move to even a limited form of open book management, and while
there’s no science behind this suggestion, I would suggest that
team managers get together and come up with recommendations on
how to lower company-wide overhead by 5-10%. Keep in mind that
every penny saved by expense reduction goes straight to the
bottom line, and it’s the gift that keeps on giving in that
individual team contributions will now go towards filling a
smaller bucket, that will more quickly overflow into profits.

Breaking Even and Planning for Profit
Here again, this concept is simple once understood, but somewhat
difficult to explain. First, despite individual teams, there is
only one sales breakeven point for the company, and it is that
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overhead number I have referenced divided by the company’s
average contribution margin.
For example, if you only had one team, and its average
contribution margin was 35% (35% of price is retained in margin
dollars) then the breakeven level would be:
$1,000,000 (annual fixed costs) / 35% (avg. contribution margin)
= $2,857,000 in sales. Since you have had far greater sales than
this, without commensurately high profits, it doesn’t take
Einstein to determine that your company-wide contribution margin
is far less than 35%
By way of example, if your average contribution margin was only
10%, then you’d only break even on $10 million in sales.
($1,000,000 / 10%) The fact is, no report is currently showing
this measure, at least not in any prompt and reliable way.
But, look how easy it is to calculate Price — Variable Cost! The
team manager knows all of this information without any contact
with QuickBooks or the accounting department. Sure, simple
reports might eventually come from there (in their “servant”
role) but a manager can figure out the “contribution” projected
for a job on Day One, and will know the only two variables that
could substantially effect it——price and margins on merchandise.
This method also makes it simple to plan for profit in a budget
format. You simply add the desired profit to the fixed overhead,
and do the same math.
The company that has $1 million in annual fixed costs, and a 35%
average contribution margin breaks even on $2.8 million in
sales. If you want to generate a profit of $300,000 a year, just
add that to the “fixed costs.” Literally, that’s a very positive
way of thinking of profit——a fixed cost that is budgeted for
just as any other line item. (In this case, $25,000 a month.)
So, $1,000,000 + $300,000 = $1,300,000. Divided by 35% = $3.7
million. That is, on sales of $3.7 million, with no changes in
overhead, you net $300,000 over and above all fixed costs2 .
This is where it gets a little tricky as The Company is
currently set up. If all three teams had the same business
Hopefully, the principal’s salary of roughly 10% of gross sales has already been included in the line item fixed costs
of “salaries and wages,” making the profit available as “excess cash.”
2
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model, and thus the same average contribution margin, you could
(in this example) simply take the gross sales required ($3.7
million) and divide it up, even if the portions were not equal.
You could, for example, say:
• I need 40% or $1.48 million from Team A
• I need 35% or $1.3 million from Team B
• I need 25% or $925k from Team C
And alternatively, you could ask for their projections first,
and then open the negotiations.
“I can give you $Y”
“But I need $X. What do you need to give me $X?”
This is how the allocation of resources within all
“conglomerates” are managed. For example, you might be content
with Designer #1’s projection but feel that Designer #2’s should
be much higher. In turn, you might tell Designer #2 that you
will spend $X, or Y% of your personal time on developing new
projects for her team.

Los Problemos
If not for that word, “if.” I used it just a few lines ago to
say, “If all of your teams had the same business model…” Alas,
and to beat the dead horse, they do not. Not even close.
So, while we could reconstruct the average contribution margin
for each team, one thing for certain is they are not nearly the
same. Team A, on average, will always have a much lower
contribution margin (percentage) than Team B. That does not mean
their total margin dollars will be less; they may in fact be
greater, subject to volume.
And, since the dollars of sales are different for each team,
get to an average company-wide contribution margin, we would
have to sum:
• The avg. contribution margin of Team A x the percentage
Team A’s sales as a % of total company sales;
• The avg. contribution margin of Team B x the percentage
Team B’s sales as a % of total company sales;
• The avg. contribution margin of Team C x the percentage
Team C’s sales as a % of total company sales;
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This would result in the company-wide average contribution
margin. This doesn’t need to be calculated at the outset, but
will eventually be important to determine the sales goal for the
company as a whole, including its budgeted line item for profit.
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Throughout my consulting work, I’ve seen the average
contribution margin for highly successful residential firms
range from 30-40%. But in some commercial niches, I’ve seen that
number as low as 10%. Your teams are currently somewhere in
between.

The Process(es)
This takes me back to complexity and now it grows exponentially.
The Company has an unknown number of processes, many of them
devised by unknown people from the past and many known only to a
few, as if there was some secret society. When a team manager
says that “The bookkeeper applies a factor,” or “The bookkeeper
generates the budget…but then I never see it again.” That’s a
problem of process, transparency, and accountability.
When the bookkeeper says, “Designer #2 uses a spreadsheet but
won’t let me see it,” that’s a problem with process,
transparency, and communication. (Trust.)
I suspect there may be dozens of processes within The Company
that I’d like to see documented, charted, discussed, simplified
or eliminated.
But I’m content to start with one, and hope that the “process of
changing processes” will itself become a recurring topic for
management meetings, and a learning organization will take root.
The one process I’d like to begin with (with managerial and
accounting input) is, “How do we project and track contribution
margin on a job by job basis?” I think it’s important that the
team managers are involved from ground zero in developing this
process for their individual teams.
I’ll be prepared to demonstrate this and lead a discussion in my
upcoming onsite visit.
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